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Abstract
As a part of smart homes, a subsystem consisting of three components including a neural network is designed to provide
personalized services. Unique factor combinations of building specifics, user profiles and external influences lead to the necessity
of self-adaptive systems for personal comfort. The system supports room temperature control in order to heat rooms energyefficiently at a set time. Smart home systems require a software architecture that allows services to be deployed on virtual and
hardware devices.The design of automated processes is the first step of later programming and implementation into smart home
systems that will automatically supervise and re-train its components and will also allow live feedback.
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1. Introduction
This work contributes to a collaborative research project at the UAS Zwickau. Newly refurbished tenements are
provided with KNX bus bars that collect and distribute information as well as various sensors that capture data of
electrical energy consumption, air quality, temperature and weather conditions [1]. In addition to thermal insulation,
one aspect of the project to further reduce thermal energy consumption is to use the smart home system to support
the heating process. In order to support reducing energy consumption, two different modes were implemented. The
'presence' mode provides all standard and individually programmed services. The 'absence' or 'sleeping' mode
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ensures that all unnecessary electrical power sockets and services are turned off to prevent energy consumption of
standby-devices. Temperature control can be programmed for each room separately on demand or by set timetables.
While in absence mode, the system will keep the rooms at a stable, lower temperature to prevent energy loss through
cool down of the walls. The heating process starts either by switching to presence mode or according to timetable.
Both choices lead to one problem: The heating process will start too late and the tenant has to wait for his preferred
temperature or the temperature is reached too early and energy loss results from maintaining a high temperature level
for a longer time than necessary.
The objective of the current research and the author's work is to provide additional energy saving potentials by
using means of intelligent algorithms such as neural networks. Data from sensors can be used to train neural
networks that assist users in creating room based heating profiles. These profiles represent the individual preferences
of a tenant and help to automatically adjust the starting time for heating. As a part of smart home systems, neural
networks enable the design of highly personalized services on a basis of accessible data for profiling and context
sensitive actions.
1.1. Limitations
Particular problems that this work is dealing with are the design of automated procedures that create, train and
evaluate neural networks as well as providing interfaces between the control system and the operating system in
which the trained neural network is embedded. The major tasks after the design and conceptual work on the
automated processes include the programming and implementation process. As some milestones have already been
achieved, the next steps are extending the working early prototypes to support automated learning and evaluation as
well as preparing software architecture interfaces to start the first simulation under real conditions. The specific
scenario for this work is limited to room temperature control. Future perspectives may see more small and easy-touse applications within smart home projects.
2. Learning systems
Biologically inspired procedures such as genetic algorithms, ant colony optimization and neural networks apply
to areas where traditional mathematical methods cannot be realized due to the fact that there are not enough
resources to find an exact solution [2]. These procedures mimic the way of cooperation and information processing
that can be found in nature. Artificial neural networks represent an abstract method comparable to the processing
capabilities of the human brain. In modern practice they are used as parts of subsystems in algorithmic frameworks
because they are not suitable to provide an overall system [3].
Neural networks are used to apply case-based reasoning for smart home applications such as eldercare, healthcare and emergency solutions [4]. There are also approaches to energy-efficiency in wireless sensor networks, yet it
is limited to energy consumption of a sensor nodes network itself [5]. Other works address forecasting models and
decision support systems for more specific applications, e.g. electrical load forecasting or energy-efficiency in
manufacturing. Most of the research concerning energy-efficiency and neural networks is conductedu for industrial
needs. There are very few applications for the private living sector and no known projects that use neural networks
for highly personalized tasks such as heating in Germany [6].
2.1. Conceptual and data requirements
Configuration of room-specific desired temperature providing individual comfort, depending on parameters such
as weather conditions, seasonal influence and user profile needs to be automated, self-adaptive and possible without
direct user interaction. Additional system requirements imply a low maintenance level, allowing live feedback from
the user as well as self-evaluation and automatic re-training.
For the model of starting time estimation for the heating process, it is necessary to pre-process and adjust the
input data, so they can be used with a neural network. The output that the neural network is designed to reproduce
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has to be defined similarly. For designing the model, a set of core data consisting of the variables as in Table 1 is
used. Additional dimensions are optional, e.g. direct sunlight duration. Depending on the individual tenement’s
specifics, i.e. location and cardinal direction bias, the influence of direct sunlight can be significant. Therefore it is
necessary to identify possible factors in a tenement that could otherwise affect the learning performance under
altering circumstances.
Table 1. Dimensions for the neural network.
ID

Variable

Source

I1

Outside temperature

Weather station building

I2

Wind (m/s)

Weather station building

I3

Room temperature

Sensors (live) + internal database

I4

Target temperature

Room control panel + database

I5

Direct sunlight

(optional)

I6

Presence information

Presence / absence mode activation (optional)

O1

Required time for heating

Target vector = output

The data have to be pre-processed, because activity of neurons can only have values of between 0 and 1 or -1 and
1 respectively. Data of temperature have both negative and positive values, so it was a logical decision to scale them
within the [-1,1] interval.
3. Course of action
The first approach to building a stable neural network was done manually, though the objective of this work is
the automation of most of the included tasks in order to create solutions for individual requirements on a larger
scale. After the initial steps of creating the scenario as well as collecting and pre-processing necessary data, the
neural network architecture was built. The early experiments for this research were made with a freeware tool that
offers a graphical neural networks editor and simulator, which allows designing simple networks [7]. The results of
the experiments are taken as reference for project-specific programming.
Creating a set of training data as well as one or multiple sets of test data for evaluating the quality of the network
represents the next step. It is imperative to ensure that the training data consist of a representative variety of realistic
data. Without that, the neural network is not able to create abstraction levels and to reproduce correct patterns under
real conditions. Examining the mapping by representing the test data set(s) to the trained network is also necessary
to evaluate the quality of the network. Although neural networks possess the feature that they are able to generate
reasonable output with deviant or missing data and thus, show some sort of stability, in case of inability to learn
correctly, it may be necessary to re-evaluate the scenario or alter data (e.g. in scale) or input dimensions.
3.1. Results of the manual test phase
The first models used a multidimensional input vector containing data of temperatures, time and weather
conditions of a time frame of two months within the heating period. A supervised feed forward neural network with
multiple layers of hidden units showed good results after a short training period. Individual tests were iterated with
different setups of network architecture, i.e. hidden layer and unit count as well as the number of input dimensions.
For network models that were similar in results, the model with the leaner architecture was preferred, to enhance
performance and simplify later implementation. In order to harmonize the transition between seasons, it may also be
necessary to add new (artificial) parameters that help prediction under the influence of seasonal specifics. For the
scenario, one set of training data as well as multiple data sets for testing the neural network were created. The
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creation of a training data set requires a representative variety of data. Without that, neural networksare not able to
recreate its abstraction levels and to reproduce correct patterns under real conditions.
For this kind of scenario, several possible solutions were found, including different types of simple recurrent
networks (SRN), though the networks which showed the best results were types of feed forward neural networks.
Figure 1 shows the training result of the best suited networks. The thicker line represents the target output, while the
thinner line shows the behavior (actual output) of the neural network.

Fig.1. target and actual output of the neural network (x-axis = pattern number; y-axis = Output).

3.2. Designing the automated processes
The main task in order to enable automated processes for easy-to-use applications and customization is to create a
three-step service design. First, an overriding program (i) is needed to execute all necessary functions, including
sending commands to the neural network component core (ii), which in turn incorporates methods of creating
individual neural networks. The third component is the active element (iii) within a running service in the smart
home system and uses the network from step two as a basis.
The overriding program is responsible for preparing the data needed for the learning process. This includes the
execution of queries for both internal and external data sources via configured interfaces. After consolidation and
completion, the data are used to create training and test data sets. It must be secured, that the selected data are
relevant, hence the queries need to be very precise but at the same time flexible enough for additional requirements.
The overriding program has to select the right algorithms depending on the tenement’s respective characteristics.
For that reason, it is necessary to create categories of different types of units.Before the training process can start, a
neural network has to be created by the neural network component. Definition of required neuron types and
numbers, activation functions and connections to other units is made by that component and will for the most part be
pre-programmed and defined by manual model results. It is also necessary to choose an appropriate teaching
algorithm as well as to configure the condition, when training will stop to save the current network. The progress of
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teaching is evaluated by the ‘net error’ and reference results with one or multiple sets of test data. The overriding
program supervises the output tables generated by the neural network. With the help of interfaces connecting the
neural network component and the overriding program, output tables can be created to evaluate the training. If
actual output data comply with the defined criteria for ‘success’, the current neural network setting is saved and
exported to a subprogram, which contains the active element and integrated into the room control functions.
Once a neural network becomes part of the subsystem for room control and transfers to the operating mode, the
active element retrieves timetables for the individual temperature preferences. At that time, the neural network has
learned to start the heating process at the right time in order to reach the target temperature at the desired time and to
minimize energy loss implied by a too long lasting heating process. The active element also allows live feedback
and supervises the ‘live success’. If required, it initializes new design or training processes by the overriding
program.

Fig.2. structure of the automated process design.

3.3. Embedded services for smart homes
Hardware devices that have been installed in the refurbished buildings and tenements provide the basis for
realizing energy savings and building automation solutions. By taking entire building complexes into consideration,
even bigger energy saving potentials can be utilized. The information exchange among devices and systems that is
required in order to reach that goal can only be achieved, if all devices and systems use the same language. If that is
not the case, cost intensive measures like additional converters and configuration efforts are necessary to connect
hardware devices from different manufacturers with the system. Although using manufacturer-specific properties
may lighten the workload at the beginning, it is considered very risky, because it causes non-reusable software
components in consequence. Eventually, the installation of new devices from different vendors with similar
functionality or integrating new bus systems results in an unpredictable re-factoring effort of existing software. In
order to react to these kinds of changes, it is imperative to design software services and program modules as flexible
as possible, to be able to adapt them as needed.
The work of another project within the research group at the UAS Zwickau deals with that very problem [8]. A
dynamic Java based OSGi platform is used to create a flexible architecture. The framework supports software
modularization, allows collecting services and service implementations into bundles as well as configuration in a
modular way [9]. Application logic can be developed in different system environments with distinct automation
technology, but it is necessary to decouple service implementation and the underlying hardware devices and bus
systems. As a result, hardware devices become abstract units which are mapped into a uniform virtual
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representation. These abstract units are not restricted to any fixed functionality but behave like data structures.
Decisions or interaction logic is implemented solely by services and business processes. Device specific attributes
and parameters are mapped into generalized data structures of virtual proxy objects. Time consuming hardware
programming, which is redundant for similar devices, is avoided by extracting the device specific application logic
into the service layer. This method can be used to install (sub-) programs that use a neural network as a core
component e.g. for regulating room temperature. The service will be available to tenants by demand, which allows
them to automate their preferred comfort room-based temperature profiles.
By generalizing hardware components within the technological infrastructure into standardized virtual objects, it
is possible to develop completely reusable services and business processes. Instead of traditional redundantly
programmed hardware devices, services can now provide the same functionality for arbitrary devices from an
identical category. Data-rich environments are well-suited for analytical applications and decision support systems
(DSS). There are many perspectives for such systems, including smart homes [10]. The solid OSGi platform makes
decision support systems and intelligent algorithms realistic opportunities for smart homes, e.g. in the form of
medical applications or elder-care solutions.
4. Conclusion
This work shows the stability of a neural network based solution for building personalized smart home systems.
The scenario is the first one that is going to be implemented for the upcoming heating period in a number of test
tenements in order to see the live system running. Future work includes further programming and the
implementation process according to the automation design. Well-defined interfaces according to the software
service architecture will enable more applications. One of the next prospective practical expansion is coupling the
tenement-based neural network system with the across building heating system that will dynamically adjust flow
temperature and pump power with the help of a specifically designed neural network.The integration process into
the service architecture will represent a major milestone to develop new smart home subsystems. The ability to
provide personalized functions simply by learning from user specific preferences and behavior is a huge factor that
simplifies both the daily life of tenants or homeowners and the work implied by providing that kind of service.The
first implementation of the automated service will show the qualities of the solution as well as further required work
on the project. It may be necessary to iterate some of the design steps and to improve the algorithms in order to
apply the service on a larger scale.
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